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The need to making our world a better place to living is a task for every sane
being as the 21st century marks the turning point in designing those activities
that will definitely determine how long that mankind would live on the planet
earth. Man in his quest fo, a better living, security and economic supremacy
via technological advancement has often done a series of damages to his
environment. The Ozone layer (03) is bedwiled leading to global warming and
increases in sea lwel and there are marked increase in desert encroachment
especially in sub-Sahara Africa.
If the demandfor Uranium and other deadly chemical substances is low,
Then the export business will definitely fall. This is why we all must unite to
ensure that the nuclear cycle in our world is broken.
I have already started a one-man campaign against nuclear and toxic
Materials. As a fieelance joumalist I am using my article to sensitizes the
public and appeal to the Nigerian government as far as this regards.
The United States of America, Russia, China, India and Pakistan, North
Korea and flen Israel and lran who are the world leading manufacturers of
nuclear powers must all be prevailed upon to honor previous conventions on
nuclear reduction. We cannot restrict our War on nuclear power to rallies
alone but by a full participation of peace activists in governmenL
I am therefore calling on all peace activists on all the world to seek for elective
post in their yaious countries of origin. If we have a good number of these
activists in the parliaments, they would help to influence the parliamentary
debate on matters that concern nuclear power, weapons or waste.
We must all unite to fight nuclear threats to our world.
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